Thanks to the low operational cost and large storage capacity of smartphones and wearable devices, people are recording many hours of daily activities, sport actions and home videos. These videos, also known as egocentric videos, are generally long-running streams with unedited content, which make them boring and visually unpalatable, bringing up the challenge to make egocentric videos more appealing. In this work we propose a novel methodology to compose the new fast-forward video by selecting frames based on semantic information extracted from images. The experiments show that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art as far as semantic information is concerned and that it is also able to produce videos that are more pleasant to be watched.
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to advances in technology which constantly leads to the decreasing cost of wearable and mobile cameras and the increase in storage capacity, first person videos have become much more ubiquitous in social media, video-sharing websites and personal repositories. Wearable devices such as GoPro TM cameras and Google Glass TM can be operated with no intervention which opens up unprecedented ways for users to record many continuous hours of daily activities (e.g. walking, driving), sport actions (e.g. climbing, running, bicycling), home videos (e.g. weddings, family meetings, birthdays) and monitoring tasks (e.g. police patrol and life guard). These videos are referred to as egocentric videos.
Usually most egocentric videos are exhibited with no post-processing or editing which makes them hard and boring to watch since they are long, monotonous and subject to camera instability [1] . Over the last couple of years the development of methods to speed-up egocentric videos has become a research topic since the use of simple fast-forward methods such as frame sub-sampling at a fixed rate produces jerky videos which are at best, visually unpleasant to watch.
Several works have been recently proposed to tackle the instability and to create watchable egocentric videos by auto-*First two authors contributed equally. matically selecting frames to compose a more compact final video. The challenge faced by the proposed methodologies is that not all frames of the video contains information that are equally relevant. For example, a camera installed on a police car would be recording all day long but with only few events of interest such as when the officer interacts with someone or engages in police activity (e.g. pursuit and capture). Virtually all hyperlapse algorithms do not select frames according to their relevance to the viewer, but instead treat each all frames as equally important.
The contribution of this work is a novel methodology capable of transforming raw egocentric videos into watchable videos by considering both the pleasantness and relevance of frames to the viewer. Our approach analyses the semantic information extracted from the frames and segments the video by selecting the set of images which maximizes the semantic term, the required speed-up as well as the desired smoothness in the transition between the frames. Related Work. In the past several years, video summarization methods have been the main technique used to create a short output video from a long input one with the goal of maintaining essential information while saving the viewer a considerable amount of viewing time [2, 3, 4] . Although these video summarization methods have been increasing their ability to select relevant frames to represent the whole video, the final result is, in general, a set of discontinuous frames.
Recent efforts to create smooth fast-forward videos from egocentric videos can be divided into two main categories: reconstruction of a 3D model of the scene along with the creation a smooth path with a virtual camera and adaptive selection of a frame set that generates a smoother final video.
A representative method of the former category is the work of Kopf et al. [5] . The authors present a technique based on estimating a 3D model of the scene and generating camera poses to optimize a new and smoother path followed by a virtual camera. Although the final video is very smooth, the method creates many artifacts due to the large number of interpolated areas in the virtual camera's path. The technique also requires camera motion and parallax to compute the 3D model of the scene.
The Instagram Hypelapse App [6] , the work of Joshi et al. [7] and the work of Poleg et al. [1] are recent examples of the selection approaches category. The Instagram Hypelapse App combines video stabilization [8] and the phone gyroscope to produce hyperlapse videos. The major limitation of this approach is the need of inertial data, which makes it unfeasible to be used in videos recorded using a general camera. Joshi et al. create a hyperlapse using an optimization function. To do so, they calculate a frame matching using sparse feature-based techniques to verify the alignment of one frame with the others. Then they apply a dynamic-time-warping algorithm to find an optimal smooth path. The Poleg et al.'s approach creates a graph from the original video and computes the shortest path in order to find the best frames to compose the hyperlapse. The frames of the video are taken as the nodes of the graph and edges are the relation between frames.
Although the aforementioned solutions succeed in speeding up long videos and producing a result that is pleasant to watch, they do not take into account the fact that some frames are more important than others, which is related to the semantic in regions of the scene. This work presents a new method that performs the frame selection based on semantic information without degenerating the smoothness of the video.
METHODOLOGY
Our methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1 . From each frame of the input video, we extract the semantic information, which is encoded by the score function S : N → R. This function is composed of three components: i) the confidence of the extracted information; ii) the centrality of the analyzed region, since the input is an egocentric video, the central area of the images should have a higher weight and; iii) the size of the region, since larger areas means that the subject of interest is closer to the recorder, therefore its score is higher. The final semantic score for the frame i and K detected Regions of Interest (ROI) (where the semantic information will be extracted) is given by:
where C(k) returns the confidence of the k-th ROI at the frame f i , G σ (k) is the value of the Gaussian function centered in the frame f i at the central position of the k-th ROI and A(k) computes the area of the k-th ROI around the semantic information in the frame f i . An example using a face detector is depicted in the Fig. 1-b . Then, we split the video into semantic and non-semantic segments (vertical red lines in Fig. 1-c) . After filtering by using a Gaussian function to remove possible outliers, the mean value between the minimum and maximum peaks is used to define a threshold (horizontal green line). The video segments above this threshold are defined as semantic parts and the remaining segments are classified as non-semantic parts. To keep the semantic segments smoother, we use two speed-up goals: the F s values the segments classified as semantic and 
where L s is the length (in number of frames) of the semantic parts, L ns is the length of the non-semantic parts, F d is the desired speed-up for the whole video (defined by the user). The minimum of the Equation 2 occurs when the number of frames of the whole video divided by the desired speed-up is equal to the sum of the semantic parts divided by the semantic speed-up with the non-semantic parts divided by the nonsemantic speed-up. Since this function has many minimum points, we solve it according to our requirements through the following function:
where the second term in the objective function restricts the value of F s to be not too different from F ns , the third term restricts the F s to be as small as possible and, λ 1 and λ 2 are regularization terms.
The Fig. 1-d shows an example of the search space for the objective function. To solve the optimization problem we add some space restrictions: (1) F s F d , once we want a lower speed-up ratio in the semantic parts; (2) F s F ns , because we want to sample at a higher ratio in the semantic parts rather than the opposite; (3) once we want to keep the F d for the whole video F ns F d . With these restrictions, the problem becomes easier to be solved, because the search space is discrete and finite.
We model each video segment using a weighted graph similar to Poleg et al.. Each frame represents a node in the graph and the temporal relation between two nodes i and j are represented by an edge. The edges are created up to a temporal distance τ max and represent the cost of including the frame j after the frame i in the final video. The weight of an edge is determined by: 1) the balance term B i,j , that indicates the average distance of the focus of expansion (FOE) from the center of the image; 2) the velocity cost term V i,j , that indicates the speed of motion from frame i to j, where the desired speed is given by the magnitude of the optical flow between i and j; 3) the appearance cost term A i,j , that measures the similarity between two frames (the Earth Mover's Distance is used as the similarity function); 4) the semantic cost term S i,j that computes the semantic relation between frames i and j and; 5) this term penalizes skips greater than the desired speed-up.
The first three terms are computed similar to Poleg et al. and the semantic term is given by the Equation 4:
where S k is the semantic score of frame k and is used to prevent division by zero for non-semantic frames. The semantic term increases whenever frame i or j has a small cost. An example of the modeled graph can be seen in the Fig. 1-e . The final weight of edges i to j is given by:
where α, β, γ, η are the weights of the cost terms and F indicates the estimated speed-up for that graph. The minimization in the whole graph is computed by running a shortest path algorithm (in this work we used BellmanFord) in each segment ( Fig. 1-f) . The selected frames of each segment compose the final video ( Fig. 1-g ).
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we present the results of our methodology and compare it against prime works in the literature running on 9 publicly available video sequences: Bike 1, Bike 2, Bike 3, Walking 1 and Walking 2 [5] ; Running, Driving and Walking 3 [1] and; Walking 4 [9] .
In our work, the semantic information was extracted from the region defined by the ROI of detected human faces. We used the state-of-the-art face detector Normalized Pixel Difference [10] due to its high accuracy in the wild and its low computational cost. We applied the confidence score given for each detected face as the C(k) value. In order to reduce the false positive rate, we filtered the outputs of the face detector by removing all detections with score smaller than θ = 10. Faces in the interval {θ = 10, ζ = 60} were kept if they were detected frequently in a short span of time. All detections with confidence greater than ζ were considered faces. The function used in Equation 1 is a Normal with mean zero and σ = max(W/2, H/2) where W is the video width and H is the video height. The τ max value was set to 100. To prevent division by zero, we set = 1.
We compared our result (with a desired speed-up of 10) against four different techniques: i) Naïve, which simply creates a video by taking every 10-th frame of the input video. This selection gives us the perfect speed-up, but the jitter and the semantic content are video-dependant values; ii) NaïveFaces, which creates a video by taking iteratively the frames with the higher semantic score until the desired speed-up is achieved. This technique gives us the best frame selection for semantic content and the desired speed-up, however, some parts of the video are completely removed, thus the final result does not represent the whole video; iii) EgoSampling, which creates a video by using the Poleg et al.'s technique [1] with parameters defined according to the best values of their work; iv) Microsoft Hyperlapse (MH) [7] , where we used their software to create the output videos.
We quantified the performance of the methods according to the following metrics: (1) Semantic Amount: the semantic information present in the final video is quantified by summing up the semantic score of every output frame; (2) Jitter Amount: it is measured between consecutive output frames through the mean magnitude of the FOE locations differentiation. The lower is the amount of jitter the smoother is the video; (3) Speed-up Deviation: it is the distance between the desired and the achieved speed-up of each technique.
Results. Fig. 2 depicts the results for the semantic metric, which are presented with relation to the score achieved by NaïveFaces, since it leads to frame sequence with the highest semantic information possible for the desired speed-up. Our result is better than the others, achieving an improvement around 27 percentage points. In one sequence we managed to keep 50% of the semantic information selected by NaïveFaces, and moreover, we got a closer approximation of the ideal jitter (see Fig. 3 ), which is not achieved by NaïveFaces. Our method area is almost 3 times larger than the area of the second best ranked method.
We calculated the jitter for a hypothetic output video where for every consecutive frames the FOE location is as far as possible one from another and we used this value as the worse jitter possible. Thus, the percentage of improvement over this value is used to show our results, which are presented in the Fig. 3 . Our output videos are as smooth as the EgoSampling and MH outputs are for most of the sequences, differently from Naïve and NaïveFaces that achieve poor results in this measure. In some sequences, NaïveFaces achieves a good result because of its solid selection of frames in some segments of video. MH creates the smoothest sequences in the most of the cases, but the differences between their method and ours are not huge, being around 2 percentage points. The same happens when comparing EgoSmapling to ours, since we emphasize the semantic.
Because τ max represents the maximum allowed skip of the frames, it is the maximum speed-up that could be achieved. The worst speed-up deviation is given by the absolute difference between the desired speed-up and τ max . Fig. 4 presents the mean and standard deviation values for each technique, where the percentage indicates how good is the deviation in comparison to the worst deviation possible. For a better visualization, we removed the perfect speed-up deviation techniques Naïve and NaïveFaces.
In general, our output videos present a slightly small difference when compared with the MH, which is the best one in this metric. EgoSampling has a low mean and a high standard deviation, which means that it is inaccurate in this metric. Fig. 3 . Jitter analysis over the sequences. As expected, the jitter of Naïve and NaïveFaces were worse than the others. Our method is statistically tied with EgoSampling and MH. 
